FROM THE EDITOR:
This is a very short newsletter. I thought it might be nice to do a wrap up for the end of the
year. By now, most of you have put your MGs away for the winter. You’re probably dreaming of next
season and the fun we’ll have.
We’ll have a recap of the Willy Nilly Tour on our first Newsletter in the Spring/
I just wanted to wish you and your family a Happy Holiday and a joyous and prosperous new
year!

My address is carol.walter@sbcglobal.net
Thanks,
Carol
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Coming Events (* our club events)
As usual our first events for our year will be Natter and Noggin on February and our Planning
Meeting in March. Watch our website for details.

Tucker’s Tech Tip
Tucker has added a Christmas letter for you.

From Tucker’s Tool Box
12/18

Hello fellow Hoosier MG’rs,
I owe all of you an explanation on where I’ve been and what’s happened to me in the last year
or so. It started in April of 2017 when I was informed by my doctors that my 75 year warranty
had run out at 74 ½ years. Sounds like a spiel from a manufacture, your good for at least 75
years, OK, I can live with that, until one realizes that the time had arrived. Gees, I had
completely forgotten about the warranty and now it’s staring me in the face. First order of
business was to begin to deal with the shock of hearing the word cancer, mixed in with other
medical speak. On top of that was the problem with my left eye, I started losing sight, found out
about that trying to weld on the left side of a boot, trunk. The third and final blow was my heart
has a good or bad case, depending on who tells you, of stenosis or the last valve in the heart is
75% clogged.
First, I dealt with the eye, cataract surgery, followed by eye surgery and a 6 month waiting
period to see how it turned out, the outcome was 90% recovery, which means I can read, that’s
good, do email, work, drive, all the things that are important in my life, but that missing 10%
was the end of my racing. The prostate cancer, which was caught just in enough time that it
hadn’t spread to other organs or bone, was able to be cured with radiation about 50
treatments, one every day of the week for 3 months or so. That done, I developed
complications that went on for about 6 months, finally cured with the help of a liver specialist,
I’ve now met a lot of new specialists that I didn’t know existed, but they care and helped me
become well again. So now I’m down to having the heart valve fixed, with either a cow or a pig
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skin, I think I prefer the cow over the pig, as I like bacon and eating a BLT sandwich would be
always squeamish.
That’s where I am in my life, 76 and still working part time, doing mechanical work I’ve always
done, which fortunately for me, hastened my recovery. For those of you that have seen me I’ve
got my weight, color and appetite back. I’m sorry I missed the Christmas dinner, but we had just
returned from our first vacation a couple of years and were tired from the 2 day drive back
from NOLA and Florida where we were for a long couple of weeks. One of the other cures for
my ill is oysters and there’s only one place for that, The Gulf from Texas to the panhandle of
FLA.
I will see everybody at the Natter ‘n Noggin. Until then, Merry Christmas and a very Happy New
Year to all and your MG’s.
Tucker & Lynne
Email, deluxetuck@autosportinc.com, (812) 327-7513
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From the British Table
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